Context and motivation
While industrial companies reduce time and cost of product development, manufactured products are increasingly complex and integrated. In order to face these challenges, there is an increasingly strong need for the use of integrated numerical tools in all the stages of the industrial Product Lifecycle Management. In particular, virtual prototypes should provide a way to validate, through simulation and from design stage on, the actions (e.g., assembly or maintenance) related to the lifecycle of the product. This requires computing trajectories for objects or parts in motion in digital environments (typically CAD models) potentially strongly geometrically constrained.
In this work, we are interested in using automatic path planning techniques for the simulation of manipulation tasks performed by a human operator. The robotics community has been developing automatic path planning algorithms since the80's. These algorithms mainly rely on the use of dense purely geometrical models (e.g. surfaces meshes of both the moving part and the obstacles in the environment). In large and highly geometrically constrained environment models, traditional automatic path planning techniques may fail, lead to high computation times or propose trajectories of little relevance to the task to be simulated.
However, a human operator generally finds solutions to complex assembly problems in a reasonable time, as he involves his cognitive capacities and knowledge of the task to be performed. His understanding of the environment and of the manipulated objects is not limited to their geometry but may involve higher abstraction level information. Therefore recent works proposed interactive path planning approaches where an automatic path planner and a human being cooperate. As the automatic planners still use purely geometric models, interaction is of little relevance to the task to be performed and realtime constraints are often out of reach. Higher abstraction level data should be considered. Indeed, the scientific community has started to explore the interest of considering topological or semantic information for knowledge representation, human-robot interaction, or mobile robots navigation.
Our goal here is to improve the performances of automatic path planners for the simulations of complex tasks performed by a human operator, or the assistance to manipulation.
In this paper, we propose a novel path planning strategy relying on the use of higher abstraction level information than the purely geometrical data traditionally used 1. A multi-layer environment model containing geometrical, topological and semantic data;
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T 2. A path planning strategy involving these heterogeneous environment data.
The adopted approach allows a better control of the path planning algorithms, leading to significantly lower computation times and more relevant proposed paths. We demonstrate these benefits over state-ofthe art automatic path planning for a full scale complex manipulation task.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the state of the art of automatic path planning techniques is discussed. Then, Section 3 introduces our novel environment model involving geometrical, topological and semantic layers. Section 4 presents a novel path planning architecture allowing to take advantage of the heterogeneous information available in the environment model. Section 5 details the implementation of both the environment model and the automatic path planner. Section 6 provides experimental results on a complex full scale manipulation task and presents the benefits of our approach over state of the art methods. Section 7 concludes and gives perspectives for this work.
State of the art
Since the pioneering work by Lozano-Perez et al. [1] in the 80s, path planning has been a fertile research field. The purpose is to find a path from a start configuration (S) to a goal configuration (G) for a moving or manipulated object in the free-space (i.e., a path with no collision with the obstacles of the environment). We propose to classify the path planning techniques of the literature according to the environment models used and the way to explore the environment. First, considering the environment models involved, we distinguish global approaches (where a map of the whole environment is used) and local approaches (where local models of the neighborhood of the moving object are used). Then, we also distinguish the techniques involving a deterministic exploration of the environment and those performing a probabilistic one.
The techniques involving a global approach and a deterministic exploration of the environment use a full or exact (up to the resolution of the model) (purely) geometric model or cartography of the free-space of the environment [2] . A deterministic exploration of the cartography is then performed to find the desired trajectory. In the case of a static environment, the model may be computed off-line and reused for many path planning queries. The strong advantage of these techniques is their completeness. Their main drawback is that the time needed to compute the models of the free-space becomes prohibitive for problems with more than three dimensions [3] .
The techniques involving a local approach and a deterministic exploration use potential fields (attractive potential for the goal and repulsive potential for obstacles) [4] . As opposed to the global approaches presented formerly, such local approaches lead to lower computational times. However, they are not complete and thus may fail at finding an existing path.
The techniques involving a global approach and a probabilistic exploration of the environment usually involve the building of a global roadmap connecting configurations randomly drawn. A given set of configurations is first drawn, then these configurations are connected in a roadmap. Once the roadmap has been built, the start and goal configurations are connected to the roadmap which is then explored to find the desired path [5] . The main issue here is to define the number of random configurations needed to build a relevant roadmap of the whole environment.
Finally, techniques involving a local approach and a probabilistic exploration of the environment usually iteratively extend the roadmap, from given configurations (start, both start and goal, or other configurations) e.g. RRT Rapidly-exploring Random Tree [6] or RDT Rapidlyexploring Dense Tree). Newly randomly drawn configurations are integrated locally to the roadmap under construction until the start and goal configurations are connected.
Probabilistic techniques with a global or a local approach are probabilistically complete. However, they do not guarantee finite-time solutions.
However, a human operator generally performs the corresponding tasks in a more relevant way, and finds solutions to the assembly problem set in a reasonable time. This is due to the fact that the operator involves his cognitive capacities and trade-oriented knowledge of the task to be performed. His understanding of the environment and of the manipulated objects is not limited to their geometry but may involve higher abstraction level information such as their functionalities or topological properties. Similarly, humans use two kinds of path planning strategies: (a) first, a coarse planning step using a static representation of the environment derived from scenes learned before (b) second, a fine path planning step used for dynamic mapping and fine tuning of the rough path [7] .
In order to take advantage of the cognitive capacities of the operator in the simulation of manipulation tasks, some works have started to explore interactive path planning approaches with an operator in the loop cooperating with the automatic path planner [8] [9] [10] [11] . Such approaches require to consider the issues of control sharing between the planner and the human operator [12] . Due to the limitations of automatic path planning addressed above, processing times may be too large for real-time interaction, while the path planner may explore solutions of little relevance for the operator.
Higher abstraction level data should be considered. Indeed, the scientific community has started to explore the interest of considering topological or semantic information for environment modeling [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , robot localization [19, 20] , navigation [21] , task planning [22] [23] [24] [25] or grasping [26] [27] [28] .
Our goal here is to improve the performances of path planners for the automatic or interactive simulations of complex tasks performed by a human operator.
To overcome path planning techniques limitations due to the heavy purely geometrical model of the environment used (computation time, failures, poor relevance), our idea is to develop a general framework based on digital environment models involving higher abstraction level data than the traditionally used geometrical models. Two elements compound our general framework:
1. A three-layers environment model provides the classical geometrical information but also topological and semantic information about the rigid bodies and the free-space. This abstract information can model any useful knowledge for the tasks under consideration. 2. An automatic path planner performs a two-step path planning. The first step called coarse planning defines a topological path within the topology of the environment. The topological path is split to form topological steps. Then, the second step called fine planning defines a geometrical trajectory for each topological step. The semantic information contained in the environment model is used to control both planning steps. First, this semantic information is used to guide the exploration of the topological model of environment during the coarse planning. Then, the planner chooses relevant geometrical path planning techniques to be used for each topological step according to the local semantic information in the environment model.
Our novel multi-layer path planning approach leads to:
• Improvement of the path planning process qualitative performance (relevance of paths),
• Improvement of the path planning process quantitative performance (success rates and computation load).
Environment model
The environment is considered as a closed part of the Cartesian space cluttered with static and/or mobile obstacles considered as rigid bodies. The proposed model of the environment is made of two parts: a rigid bodies model, and a free-space model. Both of these model involve different layers based on geometrical, topological or semantic information respectively.
In the simulations considered in this paper, rigid bodies do not move. However, we want our environment model to be compatible with future scenarios in which obstacles can move in the environment, or in which objects in the environment may be displaced to perform a task. Therefore, we define two kinds of rigid bodies in our environment model : the ones that may move or be displaced, labeled as "mobile", and the ones that cannot move, labeled as "static". Fig. 1depicts a 2D illustration case environment that will be used to introduce all the concepts involved in the proposed multi-layer environment model. It will also be used in Section 4 to describe the novel path planning process. The proposed concepts are illustrated with this 2D example but stand similarly for 3D cases.
The illustration case used (Fig. 1 ) is made of a square workspace cluttered with 4 rigid bodies where the gray one is mobile and the black ones are static.
Rigid bodies
The model of the rigid bodies is made of a geometrical and a semantic layers:
Geometrical layer (Fig. 2) : the surfaces of the rigid bodies are represented using classical polyhedral models (vertices and edges displayed in white). Semantic layer (Fig. 3) : the semantic layer of the environment model allows defining attributes to describe high abstraction taskor trade-oriented knowledge. For example, the semantic attributes associated to a given rigid body may describe its shape, its function or the fact that it is static, or potentially mobile. These semantic information may be represented in various ways, e.g., using text, numerical values or a boolean. In our case, they are provided by the user but they could be obtained from inference systems.
Free-space
The model of the free-space proposed is a global multi-layered map of the free-space of the environment.
Geometrical layer (Fig. 4) : A cell decomposition based on an unbalanced tree (quadtree in 2D or octree in 3D) describes the geometry of the free-space [29] . This decomposition distinguishes three types of cells: the cells that do not intersect any rigid body (obstacles), the cells intersecting mobile rigid bodies only and the cells intersecting at least one static rigid body. Topological layer (Fig. 5 ): The topological layer represents places (called P i ) and borders (called B jk ) and the topological relations between them (the border B jk connects the two places P j and P k ). The model used is a topological graph in which the node n i, j represents the borders B i, j while the edges correspond to places. Each place or border is associated to a set of geometrical cells in the geometrical layer. The topological model of the environment is static. Mobile The semantic layer is made of attributes attached to the places of the free-space. A given place is characterized by semantic information such as its complexity to be crossed because of its narrowness (in Fig. 6 places are represented in red, orange, or green, depending on the navigation complexity level) or its cluttering by mobile rigid bodies (yellow place in Fig. 6 ). Attributes may also be associated to describe different properties of a single place (for example place P 3 is both cluttered and not complex).
Synthesis
The model of the environment represents both the rigid bodies and the free-space. It involves three layers modeling information of different abstraction levels: geometrical, topological and semantic. The geometrical layer uses classical models to represent both the rigid bodies and the free-space. The topological layer is a static representation of the places of the environment and their connectivity. Finally, the semantic layer characterizes both the rigid bodies and the free-space with any useful information for the task to be performed. In the next section, we present a novel path planning approach using not only the geometrical but also the (higher abstraction level) topological and semantic information for a better control on the path planning process.
Path planning process
Path planning aims at defining, for a manipulated rigid body, a feasible geometrical trajectory between a start configuration and a goal configuration within the environment.
We propose an original two step path planning process to take advantage of the multi-layer environment model introduced in the previous section. The two steps are performed consecutively:
1. First a coarse planning step is performed. It defines a path within the topological graph. This topological path is then split into topological steps. Each step is made of a place to cross and a border to reach; 2. Then a fine planning step uses the geometrical model of both the rigid bodies and the free-space to define a geometrical trajectory for each topological step.
The proposed multi-layer path planning architecture involves several planners. Each of these planners uses a specific layer of the environment model:
• The semantic planner uses the semantic layer of the environment model to sequence the involvement of the other planners in the global path planning process (see Fig. 7 ).
• The topological planner explores the topological graph in order to compute a topological path (an ordered set of places and borders to cross).
• The geometrical planner explores the geometrical model (cell decomposition) of the free space, in order to find a path made of connected cells (typically by using a Dijkstra or A* algorithm).
• The local planner actually defines a 6D trajectory (a set of 6D configurations defining the 3D position and the 3D orientation of the manipulated rigid body) solving a geometrical path planning query associated to a given topological step, this query being defined by the start and goal geometric milestones (configurations) defined during the coarse planning process (see Section 4.1). This planner is typically based on local path planning techniques such as RRT Sections 4.1and 4.2 detail how these planners interact during the path planning process, described in the sequence diagram given in Fig. 7 , to define the trajectory, first at the topological level (coarse planning described in Section 4.1) and then at the geometrical level (fine planning described in Section 4.2).
Coarse planning
The coarse planning step aims at finding a topological path linking S and G. Fig. 8illustrates the computation of a topological path. First, the topological graph is updated by adding two nodes corresponding to the start and goal configurations (Fig. 8) . Then, the semantic planner controls the topological planning by defining the costs C ni j , and C ek of nodes and edges of the topological graph respectively. These costs are defined as functions of the semantic information associated to the places of the environment and to the manipulated object :
where n i, j is the node corresponding to border B i, j connecting places P i and P j and e k the edge associated to place P k ; the sem() function provides the semantic information associated to a given element (place or rigid body), O h is the rigid body the trajectory is being planned for, and d k is a geometrical distance associated to edge e k . As the nodes S and G are not linked to borders but are necessarily in the topological graph, their cost is set to zero.
Eq. (1) shows that the costs of the topological graph depend on the rigid body O h for which the trajectory is being planned and on the places to be crossed.
As shown in Fig. 7 , once the semantic planner has defined the costs of the topological graph elements, the topological planner explores the topological graph (typically with a Dijkstra or A* algorithm) and finds the path with the lowest cost (blue nodes and edges in Fig. 8 ).
The topological path obtained is then split into topological steps. Each topological step is made of a place to cross P i and a border to reach B i, j (defining that way borders as topological milestones). Finally, once the topological path and its steps have been defined, geometrical milestones (red striped configurations M in Fig. 9 ) are randomly drawn within each topological milestone (i.e. border), to be used as start and goal configurations for the path planning queries, involved at the fine planning phase (see Section 4.2), and associated to each topological step. The goal of the last topological step is G.
Fine planning
The fine planning step is performed on each topological step in order to define a local geometrical trajectory (this process corresponds to the loop sequence given in Fig. 7) . The geometrical milestones defined during the coarse planning step are used as start and goal configurations for geometrical planning queries defined for each topological step.
The semantic planner controls the fine planning phase by choosing the planning algorithms to adapt the planning strategy to the place to cross (according to its semantics). The proposed architecture potentially allows involving any existing path planning algorithm in the state of the art and choosing among them the algorithms most adapted to the local semantic context of the topological step involved. In the least complex cases (e.g., in the case of a free place, easy to cross), the 6D trajectory may be defined using a simple linear interpolation between the start and goal configurations; in more complex cases, the local planner may be used on its own; in the most complex cases, the 6D trajectory may be found by successively calling the geometrical planner, allowing to define a path of connected cells of the geometric model, and then the local planner; in this last case, we reduce the computational complexity by reducing the part of the free space explored by the local planner to the path (set of connected cells) found by the geometrical planner. The geometrical and local planners being involved in conditional strategies, the corresponding blocks in Fig. 7 are labelled as "opt".
To illustrate these concepts, let us take some examples in our 2D illustration case (Fig. 10) . Most of the places of the environment are not cluttered. The geometrical trajectory for the topological steps crossing such places is defined by the linear interpolation between its start and goal configuration. As a consequence, it does not need to involve any further planner. However, as the place P 3 is cluttered by the mobile rigid body O 4 , the geometrical trajectory of the third topological step has to be refined. To do so the geometrical planner first explores the part of the quadtree associated to the place P 3 . During this process, the geometrical planner finds a sequence of connected cells (green cells in Fig. 10 ) between the start and goal configurations of the planning query of the topological step. Then, the local planner defines the geometrical 6D trajectory (red milestones M) by exploring only the area (sequence of geometric cells) provided by the geometrical planner (Fig. 10) .
Synthesis
The two steps of the proposed automatic path planner are controlled thanks to the high abstraction level information involved in our multilayer environment model. This control aims at improving the path planning process performances from both a qualitative (relevance of paths) and quantitative (succes rate and computation time) point of view. The coarse planning step defines a topological path within the environment. The semantic information is used to chose the topological path with higher relevance. When defining the actual geometrical trajectory during the second step of fine planning, different path planning algorithms can be used depending on the local semantic information associated with the place belonging to the topological step considered.
Implementation
The proposed multi-layer environment model and path planner have been developed in C++ and integrated to the 3D simulation software Virtools®. • Geometrical concepts are displayed in yellow, • Topological concepts are displayed in orange, • Semantic concepts are displayed in red.
Environment model

Object oriented architecture
The geometrical model of the environment includes both the Rigid bodies and the Free-space models. The Free-space is described by the Geometrical cells of an unbalanced tree. The geometrical model also includes the concept of Area which consists in an aggregation of free Geometrical cells. On the topological layer, the Area is used to geometrically describe the topological Places and Borders. The connectivity of the Places and Borders is modeled by a Topological graph. Finally, Semantic attributes are attached to Places and Rigid bodies.
The modular structure of the Semantic attribute concept is implemented using an abstract class. The actual attributes are derived from this generic concept to allow representing various kinds of semantic information. As an example, the Complexity is described using an integer (the more complex the place is, the larger the integer is) while the Cluttering is a boolean. A textual attribute has also been implemented to describe the Shape of objects and places. The Geometrical planner and Local planners are also implemented in a modular way. They are implemented as generic classes which can be adapted to integrate solvers using potentially any path planning algorithm of the state of the art.
Model building
To implement our original multi-layer environment model, wellknown processes from the state of the art have been adapted, and others have been created. As an example, at the geometrical layer, the classical octree decomposition and its building process [30] have been adapted to specifically take into account the properties of rigid bodies (static or mobile).
The octree decomposition classically used in the literature [30] has been adapted to take into account the static and mobile objects (to be evolutive towards dynamic scenarios, as explained at the beginning of Section 3). Indeed, all cluttered octree cells are associated with two lists of rigid bodies cluttering them. The first one aggregates the static rigid bodies, the second the mobile ones. The octree decomposition can be maintained according to the changes in the environment, if rigid bodies move, by locally reconstructing the decomposition: in this case, first, the moved rigid bodies are removed from the lists of cluttering rigid bodies associated with the cells they do not intersect with (clutter) anymore. The list of rigid bodies associated with the newly cluttered cells are updated and the octree is then updated by merging and splitting cells if needed.
The process proposed has been designed to identify places according to their complexity for the path planning process. The modular architecture allows defining new place identification to complement the topological model.
Our place identification process has been inspired by region growing algorithms of computer vision [31] . It performs a breadth-first search of the free cells of the octree (Fig. 12 ) in the environment model. At each level of the octree, free cells connected to cells of upper levels forming an existing (and currently growing) place are aggregated into that place. The remaining free cells of the considered level of the octree are used to initialize new places; connected cells initialize a single place. Cells where two neighboring places overlap are used to constitute a border connecting those places. Fig. 12 illustrates the place identification process for three successive levels of the quadtree modelling geometrically the free space for our illustration case environment.
The place semantics The place identification process allows determining the semantic information concerning the complexity of the places and their cluttering. Indeed, the size of the cells used to create a given place defines its complexity. The earlier the place has been created, the lower its complexity is. For instance, in the example provided in Fig. 12 , the blue places have a complexity level of 1, the turquoise ones a complexity level of 2 and the violet places have a complexity level of 3. In addition, if octree cells of a place are cluttered with mobile rigid bodies, the place is set as cluttered. However, to use the human expertise, at the end of the place identification process, a human 
Path planner
The modularity of our proposed path planning architecture is obtained by the definition of specific responsibility for the classes.
The semantic planner is in charge of the coordination of the planners of the other layers. In order to do so, the semantic planner uses a semantic interpreter which is able to perform logical reasoning based on the semantic information of the environment.
In Section 4.2, we explained that when solving the path planning query associated to a topological step, our path planning architecture selects path planning algorithms adapted to the local semantic context: the geometrical and local planners are chosen depending on the semantic information attached to the topological step involved. So far, and for the experiments described in Section 6, we have implemented an A* algorithm for the geometrical planner, and an RRT algorithm for the local planner. Depending on the local semantic context (e.g. complexity to cross the place involved), a resolution of the path planning query by the geometrical planner may be helpful, or the use of the local planner in the 6D space (position and orientation) may be needed.
Experimental results
Compared strategies
The proposed strategy involving Geometrical, Topological and Semantic information (called GTS strategy hereafter) has been evaluated by comparing it to strategies involving only Geometrical and Topological information (GT strategy) or Geometrical information only (G strategy).
G strategy performs an RRT algorithm on the whole workspace. The number of random configurations is limited to 10 6 samples in order to limit the processing times.
GT strategy is the two-phase planning process described in Section 4 but the semantic information is not used. The costs of the topological graph are simply the distances between the borders
Once the topological path has been computed, a geometrical milestone is associated to each border by using a RRT with a maximum number of 2000 random configurations. Then, the geometrical layer performs an RRT algorithm on each steped of the topological path with a maximum number of 10 5 random configurations. GTS strategy It is the complete strategy presented in Section 4. The semantically based costs of the topological graph are used during the coarse planning to favor the easiest places to cross. Moreover, the RRT algorithm is used when appropriate in cluttered places only; trajectories within uncluttered places are defined as linear interpolations between the start and goal configurations of the corresponding topological step.
Case study
We have used the same 3D application to compare strategies G, GT and GTS. This application case is inspired by a "shape games" for babies and is presented in Fig. 13 .
This case study is highly relevant to test, tune and validate our multi-layer environment modeling and path planning strategy; indeed:
• It is a very challenging application for path planning as it features the manipulation of objects in an highly geometrically constrained environment where traditional purely geometric path planners are • It is relevant to validate path planning strategies intended for the simulation of industrial manipulations, as (1) it deals with manipulating manufactured objects, having standard shapes which are representative of manufactured objects or parts to be assembled, and (2) moving those manufactured objects from the start to the goal configurations shown in Fig. 13 means moving them through very constrained passages or inserting them in properly shaped holes, which is representative of generic tasks to be performed when (e.g.) assembling, disassembling or maintaining an industrial system;
• Yet, the case study is not specific of any particular industrial task / application, therefore generic enough to validate our approach objectively.
The environment is made of a cubic workspace cluttered by 3 rigid bodies. O 1 and O 2 are static rigid bodies and split the workspace into 3 main places (P 1 , P 2 and P 3 ). The rigid body O 3 clutters the place P 2 . Places P 4 and P 5 are passages connecting P 2 and P 3 with different narrowness on the two sides of O 2 . Several holes allowing passage from P 1 to P 2 through O 1 are available (P 6 , P 7 , P 8 and P 9 ). These holes through O 1 have different shapes.
The planning query considered here aims at bringing one of the colored shaped rigid bodies from P 1 (Fig. 13b) to the green position in place P 3 (Fig. 13a) . While, for babies, playing this game commonly means finding the shape similarity between holes and objects, our planner has only to define a feasible trajectory.
When the GTS planning strategy is involved, the available semantic information describes information such as the complexity and the cluttering of the places, and the mobility of the rigid bodies (see Section 3), but also the shapes of both the places and the rigid bodies.
Two distinct cases of semantic information have been tested with the GTS strategy. These two cases describe the holes/rigid bodies compatibility with a boolean value specifying if a given rigid body can go through a given hole. In the first case (GTS1), only holes and rigid bodies having the same shape are compatible while in the second case (GTS2) , the compatibilities between holes and rigid bodies are the ones described in Table 1 
Experiments
The performance criteria for the evaluation of the G, GT, GTS1 and GTS2 strategies are the success rates and the mean number of random configurations used. The success rate is defined as the ratio between the number of successful trajectories from S to G and the number of tries. For the G strategy, the number of random configurations is the number of random configurations of the RRT algorithm. For the GT and GTS strategies, it is the sum of the number of configurations used during the coarse planning and of the ones used during the fine planning.
The strategies have been evaluated by running each planning strategy (G, GT, GTS1 and GTS2) for each manipulated object over one hundred times. The results of this evaluation are given in Fig. 14 . In this figure, the bars represent the mean numbers of random configurations displayed on a logarithmic scale and the rates written above the bars correspond to the success rates.
First of all, the GTS approach has to be compared with the usual RRT approach or G strategy :
• The GTS2 strategy always finds a trajectory whereas the G strategy fails for the Pentagon and Star objects.
• The mean total number of random configurations is always lower for the GTS strategies than for the G strategy, sometimes significantly (square, and triangle objects).
Concerning the GT strategy, it is worth noting that it may fail even when the G strategy succeeds. This is related to an important feature of the two-phase planning. Indeed, the topological path is a connected component of the free space obtained by the coarse planning phase. Depending on the manipulated object, the fine planning phase may fail (when there is no admissible path in the place between two milestones). In the GT strategy, the topological path is obtained by computing the shortest path between the borders. This may lead having to cross very narrow passages during the fine planning phase. Thus, it is necessary to add semantics to connexity and distance information. This is what we observe in the results obtained using the GTS strategies. First, coarse planning based on semantics provides fine planning with a topological path that gives rise to a good success rate. Second, the more information available there is, the better the results are. Indeed, the GTS2 strategy defines feasible trajectories for all the objects while the GTS1 strategy does not succeed for the star object. It appears that controlling the path planning process with semantic data helps to choose relevant places to cross and thus eases the definition of geometrical milestones within the borders and the fine planning phase.
Therefore, as a conclusion on the global level, the GTS strategy leads clearly to better performances than the GT and G strategies: lower number of random configurations, lower processing times and better relevance of the computed paths, which validates our multi-layer approach.
However, the richness of these experiments calls for a deeper understanding of the processes involved. On one side, since probabilistic approaches have no proof of completeness in finite time, the results are really dependent on the maximum number of random configurations used in the algorithms. On the other side, splitting the path planning process into two phases requires a high control on the coarse planning to provide the fine planning with a useful topological path. Such a control is possible only with accurate semantic information. Next section will give detailed analysis and explain the behavioral artifact that may appear leading to unexpected low performances sometimes.
Detailed results analysis
Let us consider first the path planning results for the square object (Fig. 15) .
First of all, for this object, the G strategy has a 100% success rate. This high success rate is mainly due to the compatibility this object has with several holes in obstacle O 1 (cf. Table 1 ). Actually, most of the trajectories planned by the G strategy cross obstacle O 1 through the pentagon hole (Fig. 15) . However, the mean number of random configurations necessary to find such trajectory (almost 1. 4 10 5 ) points out the difficulties still encountered by the probabilistic planning techniques in finding feasible trajectories in such narrow passages.
Then, when introducing topological information with the GT strategy, one can notice that the path planner does not find any trajectory (0% success rate). This result is due to the introduction of the topological path definition performed during the coarse planning. This process aims at reducing the areas randomly explored, but in GT strategy, it is not accurately controlled. With this strategy, the only information available to select one path among all the holes of O 1 is the distance. The path planner computes the shortest path which depends notably on the initial position of the colored object to be moved. For the Table 1 Holes/rigid bodies compatibility.
square object, the shortest path crosses obstacle O 1 through the triangle hole which is not compatible with the square (Fig. 15b) . Thus, the random exploration of the corresponding place necessarily fails. The lower number of random configurations used by the GT strategy compared to the G strategy is due to the 10 5 random configuration limit described earlier.
The GTS1 strategy introduces semantic information leading to a better control of the planning process and particularly the deterministic process of its coarse step. Indeed, the path planner has only the information that among all the holes of the obstacle O 1 , the square object can go through the square hole, thus it selects this one (Fig. 15c) . Moreover, the selected topological path passes by obstacle O 2 through the largest passage. This control of the topological path selection allows defining the geometrical trajectory by using probabilistic processes with only 5.4 × 10 3 random configurations (25 times less than the G strategy). The 91.6% success rate of this strategy means that the limitation of the number of random configurations chosen for the probabilistic processes is still a bit too low to solve the problem on time.
The GTS2 strategy involves the same path planning process as the GTS1 strategy but not the same semantic information. The GTS2 strategy uses a semantic information specifying a wider compatibility between objects and holes of O 1 . Assuming that the hole/object compatibilities are expressed as booleans, the criterion allowing to select one hole among several compatible ones with one object is the distance (see (1)). For the square object, the selected topological path crosses obstacle O 1 through the pentagon hole which is larger than the square one (Fig. 15d) . This easier passage explains both the higher success rate of the GTS2 strategy comparing to the GTS1 strategy and the lower number of necessary random configurations.
Concerning the path planning results given in Fig. 14 for the different objects, we observe the following:
Circle object: The G strategy has an interesting success rate (98.6%) but needs more than 10 5 random configurations. It mainly finds a path crossing O 1 through the pentagon hole. The GT strategy fails because it selects the topological path using the triangular hole (which is not compatible). The GTS1 strategy selects the round hole leading to a 63.6% success rate using less than 2 × 10 4 random configurations while the GTS2 strategy selects the square hole and thus has a lower success rate (47.4%) and uses more random configurations (3 × 10 4 ). Triangle object: The G strategy has a 90.2% success rate using more than 2 × 10 5 random configurations. The GT strategy selects the pentagon hole for obstacle O 1 and the narrow passage for obstacle O 2 leading to a 99% success rate with about 1000 random configurations. The GTS1 strategy does not select the larger passage for obstacle O 2 but the triangular hole for obstacle O 1 , leading to an increase in the random configurations needed (about 2000 mainly due to an increase of the random configuration used during the fine planning step) and a decrease of the success rate (97.9%). Finally, the GTS2 strategy selects the pentagon hole and the largest passage leading to an increase in the number of random configurations used (3000) but a decrease of those used during the coarse planning phase (divided by 2 if compared to the GTS1 strategy case). This increase of the number of random configurations is counterbalanced by an increase of the success rate (98.8%).
Pentagon object: The G strategy fails at finding a trajectory because all the holes through O 1 are too narrow to be randomly found. The other strategies succeed and involve from 3 to 4 × 10 4 random configurations. The GT strategy selects the pentagon hole and the narrow passage leading to a success rate of 10.4% while the GTS1 and GTS2 strategies reach a 20% success rate by selecting the pentagon hole and the large passage. Star object: Both the G, GT and GTS1 strategies fail finding a trajectory for the star object. Indeed, the G strategy suffers the same weakness as for the pentagon object while strategies GT and GTS1 select the triangular hole (not compatible). In the GTS2 strategy the compatibility between the pentagon hole and the star object is set. Thus, it selects the topological path crossing O 1 through the pentagon hole and using the largest passage to pass O 2 leading to a 93% success rate while using only 2000 random configurations.
The performance of the path planner strongly depends on the topological path selected during the coarse planning phase. This coarse planning phase needs to be accurately controlled to get a relevant topological path. The modularity of the architecture allows proposing different strategies on this layer.
Application to an industrial case
After thoroughly validating our multi-layer (GTS) approach on the "shape game" study case, we applied it to a real industrial case presented in Fig. 16 . The task considered is a maintenance one. It deals with the mounting (or unmounting) of a pump on (or from) a real power electronics subsystem. We first generated the environment model.
• The rigid bodies geometrical representations were directly derived from the CAD models of the pump and the power electronics subsystem considered, and the semantic level relates to the mobility (or not) of these objects.
• The free space geometrical and topological levels were built as Then, we applied our multi-layer path planner and showed its ability to solve mounting and unmounting path planning requests using appropriately defined start and goal configurations in each case.
Conclusion and perspectives
In this paper, a novel approach for both environment modeling and path planning has been proposed. The contribution is two-fold:
1. Our novel multi-layer environment model involves geometrical, topological and semantic information in dedicated layers; 2. Our original path planning process takes advantage of our multilayer environment model by controlling the two phases (exploration of the topology and geometrical trajectory computation) using semantics.
Introducing higher abstraction level information in the path planning process improves its performances with respect to state-of-the-art techniques:
• From the qualitative point of view, the relevance of the path obtained is improved. First, controlling the exploration of the topology using semantic information allows to rapidly find a relevant topological path. Second, during the fine planning phase, the path planning strategy is defined according to the local semantic context.
• From the quantitative point of view, the number of random configurations needed when using a probabilistic path planning method has been strongly reduced, mainly due to:
• the semantic control of the coarse planning phase, • the fact that path planning queries are called at a local level (related to single topological steps of the coarse topological path),
• the possibility, during the fine planning phase, to reduce even more the free space exploration by calling the geometric planner prior to the local planner.
However, our contribution is also open to improvements. Concerning path planning techniques, enriching the set of planners involved in the fine planning phase will allow adapting even better the path planning strategy involved to the local semantic context.
The performances of the proposed path planning architecture depend strongly on the semantic information available. As an example, using scores instead of binary information for the object/hole compatibility would probably lead to better results than those presented in this paper.
Concerning the two-phases process, the deterministic coarse planning performed in the first phase needs to be finely controlled in order to avoid infeasible paths in the fine planning phase. As the whole path planning process may fail because of the coarse planning phase, it is necessary to improve the control upon the topological path definition process. On one side, in the current approach, both phases are performed once ; but it is also possible to put fine planning and coarse planning into an iterative process in order to be able to select another topological path when fine planning fails. On the other side, the modularity of our architecture will allow us to involve tools from cognitive sciences (ontologies, conceptual graphs,... [32, 35, 36] ) to improve the richness and evolutivity of the semantic layer, and the way we acquire semantics, thus easing the capability of the multi-layer architecture to handle new application cases.
Moreover, the GTS architecture may also take advantage of the contribution of a human in the loop during the path planning process. Such an interactive path planner would directly benefit from the human expertise and from his perception of the task to perform at a high level of abstraction [9] .
Finally, the proposition detailed in this paper has to be set in a larger perspective. This paper focuses on path planning but the proposed architecture is modular and evolutive and aims at being associated to a wider range of functionalities. As an example, the proposed architecture could cooperate with task-planning tools such as those described in [33, 34] in a combined task and motion planning approach [37, 38] . The multi-layer architecture aims at introducing information and reasoning on high abstraction level information in all the processes involved.
